गुड़ तरएक देव ने 550 मासू बाधात भुग न भुआछियँ

- तबह बोलकर गुड़तरएक बताए ये आर्जेंटिना जी जी अभिनेत्री गुड़तरएक मुहावरा पुस्तक नमूना रहे 12 मास
- बुधपंथर संग 13 रुपये रहे 12 मास 'संविधान, भूमिः'

गुड़ प्रवचन से प्रभावित देव जो नु दुकान दिने मिलियाँ विनियमः गुड़तरएक मिश्र

दिसंबर नं. 1 1929 अभिनेत्री जी भारतीय स्वातंत्र्य रत्न गुड़तरएक सिद्धान्त विभागसे प्रतिज्ञा भें।

हुसेन गतकियँ पकड़े 3 घंटे र पचौर्न

पालियोग्राफ़ियों के सशस्त्रकृत 3 घंटे र पचौर्न

पालियोग्राफ़ियों के सशस्त्रकृत 3 घंटे र पचौर्न
শাহাদাত আল্লাহ তাউহিদ

শাহাদাত আল্লাহ তাউহিদ। এই শাহাদাত আল্লাহ তাউহিদ হলো আল্লাহ তাউহিদের ইচ্ছা এবং আল্লাহ তাউহিদের কর্ম। এটি হলো একটি ধর্মীয় সন্তান এবং এটি হলো আল্লাহ তাউহিদের একটি ধর্মীয় সন্তান।

শাহাদাত আল্লাহ তাউহিদ হলো আল্লাহ তাউহিদের ইচ্ছা এবং আল্লাহ তাউহিদের কর্ম। এটি হলো একটি ধর্মীয় সন্তান এবং এটি হলো আল্লাহ তাউহিদের একটি ধর্মীয় সন্তান।

শাহাদাত আল্লাহ তাউহিদ। এই শাহাদাত আল্লাহ তাউহিদ হলো আল্লাহ তাউহিদের ইচ্ছা এবং আল্লাহ তাউহিদের কর্ম। এটি হলো একটি ধর্মীয় সন্তান এবং এটি হলো আল্লাহ তাউহিদের একটি ধর্মীয় সন্তান।

শাহাদাত আল্লাহ তাউহিদ। এই শাহাদাত আল্লাহ তাউহিদ হলো আল্লাহ তাউহিদের ইচ্ছা এবং আল্লাহ তাউহিদের কর্ম। এটি হলো একটি ধর্মীয় সন্তান এবং এটি হলো আল্লাহ তাউহিদের একটি ধর্মীয় সন্তান।
US Delegation Visits College

Khalasa College (Kanitika): A delegation including Ms. Catherine Fisher, Public Diplomacy officer, North India office, Sh. Robin Bansal, Cultural Affairs Specialist, Ms. Tom Santoro, Political officer, North India office and Ms. Kaveleen Chatwal from U.S. Embassy visited college to interact with the Principal, staff and students. Principal Dr. Mehal Singh welcomed the guests who apprised the Principal and Dean Academic Affairs Prof. Sukhmeen Bedi about the purpose of their visit. They said that U.S. Embassy has branches all over India and it gets inputs regarding the educational progress, economic growth by reaching out to people and organizations to increase cooperation between the two countries. There was discussion on student exchange programmes also. Ms. Fisher gave presentation on “Women in Entrepreneurship”. Addressing a gathering of about 150 girl students, focused on the importance of creativity, planning and practice, flexibility and the risk factor involved in an entrepreneurship. She concluded by saying that what matters in the end is commitment. During an interaction session she dealt with the queries of staff and students. Mr. Tom Santoro and Ms. Kaveleen Chatwal interacted with the faculty of Political Science department and discussed the political problems of the people like rapid urbanization, migration, student exodus etc.

National Seminar On “Innovations And Applications in Mathematics”

Prof. Rajinder Pal Kaur (HOD), Principal Dr. Mehal Singh, Dr. Kapil Sharma, Dr.Vikramjeet Singh and Dr. MS Batra on stage.

Khalasa College (Sakshi): PG Department of mathematics conducted a 2nd National Seminar on “Innovations and Applications in Mathematics” centred by Prof. Rajinder Pal Kaur (HOD) and co-ordinated by Prof. Anshul Sharma. Principal Dr. Mehal Singh was present as the patron of the seminar.

Dr. Kapil Sharma from South Asian University demonstrated various mathematical models and encouraged students to conduct research on various aspects of Mathematics. Dr. Vikramjeet Singh (KGPIT, Kurukshetra) explained computer technique related to mathematical lab, software and how and where you can use these techniques in mathematical world.

Principal Dr. Mehal Singh welcomed the guests and elaborated the qualities of mathematics and encouraged every student become part of such seminars. Dr. Taminder Singh Bhatia, Dr. Sawraj Kaur, Dr. Parminder Singh, Dr. Bhupinder Singh, Madam Navneet Bawa and all staff members of Mathematics Department participated of this National Seminar.

Edational Trip to Jang-e-Azadi

Students enjoying at Wonderland during the educational trip.

Khalasa College (Sakshi Shrama): An educational trip was organized by Mathematical Society of PG Department of mathematics to visit Jang-e-Azadi, Kartapur and Wonderland, Jalandhar. 45 students and 4 teachers participated in the tour. The motive of the tour was to inform students about contributions and sacrifices made by Punjabi Community in Indian Independence Movement. Students enjoyed this tour with full enthusiasm. The tour was planned under the guidance of HOD Prof. Rajinder Pal Kaur, Dr. Gagan deep Singh, Prof. Anamika Kaur and Prof. Naivedey Singh.

Fashion Designing Exhibition Organised

Dean Academic Affairs Prof. Sukhmeen Bedi, Dr. MS Batra, Dean, Sciences, Dr. TS Bhadra and Madam Navneet Bawa encouraging the students during the exhibition.

NEWS AT GLANCE

National Level Symposium on SSNTD
Khalasa College (Sakshi Shrama): PG Department of Physics, organised National Level Symposium on SSNTD and their applications in collaboration with the Indian Association of Nuclear Chemist and Allied Chemist, sponsored by BNS-DAE government of India. More than 50 participants and delegates from different parts of the country participated in the event. Dr. PK Pujari Assistant Director, Radio Chemistry BARC delivered keynote address and discussed about further progress of SSNTD (Solid State Nuclear Track Detectors) and their applications. Dr. Harvinder Kaur FIRST women HOD of Physics Department welcomed the participants and invited speakers. Dr. AK Pandey (BARC-Akshar Atomic Research Centre), Prof. VS Nadkarni (GOA UNIVERSITY), Prof. RC Ranga Rao (Gurjar University), Dr. Shyam Kumar (Kurukshetra University), Prof. BS Raju (GNDU), Dr. HR Viki former Dean Academic Affairs Amritsar, Dr. Deepjot Ex Scientist BARC and Dr. Saini from GNDU were also present. The event included both oral presentation and poster presentation. Best poster presenters were awarded.

Event on World Physiotherapy Day
Khalasa College (Nihal): The Post Graduate Department of Physiotherapy of Khalasa College, Amritsar celebrated the “World Physiotherapy Day”. The event was inaugurated by respected Principal Dr. Mehal Singh and Prof. (Mrs.) Navneet Bawa, OSD. The students celebrated the “World Physiotherapy Day” by partaking in various activities viz. Physiotherapy Rangoli Competition”, Poster Presentation”, Model Presentation”, Quiz Competition” and “Best Classroom Competition”. They depicted the various medical and health issues through creative art. Dr. Kowaldeep Kaur, officiating Head of the department of Physiotherapy made the students aware of the importance of this day and also discussed the current scenario and future trends of Physiotherapy. The winners of all the competitions were rewarded with certificates.

Workshop On Moral Teaching
Khalasa College (Rupinder Kaur): The P.G. Department of Food Science and Technology conducted a workshop on moral teaching in reference to Shri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. Dr. Rajpal Singh explained the moral truth and belief of life in different classes of the department as explained in Shri Guru Granth Sahib Ji.
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